The Disjunctive Temporal Problem (DTP) involves conjunction of DTP constraints, each DTP constraint being a disjunction of difference constraints of the form x − y ≤ c, where x and y range over a domain of interpretation, and c is a numeric constant. The DTP is recognized to be an expressive framework for constraints modeling and processing. The addition of preferences, in the form of weights associated to difference constraints for their satisfaction, needs methods for aggregating preferences among and within DTP constraints to compute meaningful and high quality solutions, while further enhancing DTP expressivity and applicability.
The Disjunctive Temporal Problem (DTP) involves conjunction of DTP constraints, each DTP constraint being a disjunction of difference constraints of the form x − y ≤ c, where x and y range over a domain of interpretation, and c is a numeric constant. The DTP is recognized to be an expressive framework for constraints modeling and processing. The addition of preferences, in the form of weights associated to difference constraints for their satisfaction, needs methods for aggregating preferences among and within DTP constraints to compute meaningful and high quality solutions, while further enhancing DTP expressivity and applicability.
In this paper we consider an utilitarian aggregation of DTP constraints weights, and a prominent semantic for aggregating such weights from its difference constraints weights that considers the maximum among the weights associated to satisfied difference constraints in it. We present a novel approach that reduces the problem to Maximum Satisfiability of DTPs (Max-DTPs). In this way, we can employ off-the-shelf Max-DTP solvers with different solution methods, ranging from Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT), to interval-based and Boolean optimizationbased solvers. We then compare the performance of our approach with different back-end solvers on both randomly generated and real-world benchmarks, in comparison with Maxilitis, the best solver that can deal with DTPs with preferences using the aggregation methods considered. Results show that the Yices SMT solver is the best, and that Yices and the TSAT#
Introduction
The Disjunctive Temporal Problem (DTP), introduced in [SK98] , is defined as a finite conjunction of DTP constraints, each DTP constraint being a finite disjunction of difference constraints of the form x − y ≤ c, where x and y are arithmetic variables ranging over a domain of interpretation (the set of real numbers R or the set of integers Z), and c is a numeric constant. The goal is to find an assignment to the variables of the problem such that all DTP constraints are satisfied. The DTP is recognized to be a good compromise between expressivity and efficiency, given that the arithmetic consistency of a set of difference constraints can be checked in polynomial time, and has found applications in many areas such as planning, scheduling, hardware and software verification, see, e.g., [ORC10,BBC
+ 05]. With the addiction of preferences [PP04,MP05, NO06,Mof11,MPP11], e.g., in the form of weights associated to difference constraints for their satisfaction, methods for aggregating preferences among and within DTP constraints have to be considered to compute meaningful and high quality solutions, at the same time enhancing temporal constraints expressivity and applicability, see, e.g., [MVSO04, BGPYS07, BGPYS11] . In the context of temporal preferences, the mainly considered aggregation methods of constraints preferences are the maximin aggregation [KMMV03] , which considers the minimum value among the satisfied constraints, and the utilitarian aggregation [MMK + 04, Kum04, PP05, Mof11] , where the solution quality is computed by the sum of the weights of satisfied constraints. While the maximin aggregation method can be proper in some situations [KMMV03] , the second is often preferred given that it considers the global level of satisfaction of the whole problem.
In this paper we consider an utilitarian aggregation of DTP constraints weights, and a prominent semantic for aggregating such weights from the difference constraints weights: the max semantic. Such semantic, employed in, e.g., [MP05, Mof11] (where the whole problem is called DTPP) assigns as DTP constraint weight the maximum among the weights associated to satisfied difference constraints in it.
We present a novel approach that reduces the problem of finding utilitarian optimal solutions of DTPs under the max semantic to Maximum Satisfiability of DTPs (Max-DTPs), a problem already studied in, e.g., [NO06] , we dealt with in [MPP11] . Our reduction allows us to employ off-the-shelf Max-DTP solvers with different solution methods, ranging from one based on Boolean optimization [MPP11] with the TSAT# solver, to Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT), e.g., Yices [DdM06] , and interval-based (HySAT [FHT + 07] ) solvers. We finally evaluate the performance of our approach on both randomly generated DTPs, which is the most widely analyzed domain of benchmarks in the literature of DTP with preferences, using a well-known generation method from [SK00] , and non-random benchmarks from the SMT-LIB 1 that include DTPs with real-and integer-valued variables (e.g., the QF IDL logic), both augmented with randomly generated weights. The analysis considers our approach with the back-end solvers mentioned above and Maxilitis [MP05, MP06, Mof11] , the best solver that can deal with DTPs with preferences 2 using the aggregation methods considered. Results show that Yices is the best among the back-end solvers employed, followed by TSAT#, and that their performances can be orders of magnitude better than Maxilitis.
To sum up the main contributions of this paper:
• We define a new reduction from DTPs with preferences, as defined in this paper, to MaxDTPs;
• We implement the reduction, allowing for the use of various back-end systems with different input formats; • We run a wide experimental analysis involving both random and non-random benchmarks, our approach with different back-end solvers and the state-of-the-art solver Maxilitis.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces needed preliminaries about DTPs and DTPs augmented with weights such as Max-DTPs. Section 3 presents the reduction from our problem of interest to Max-DTP. Next, benchmarks and solvers employed are outlined in Section 4, while the experimental analysis is presented in Section 5. The paper ends by providing a discussion about the related work in Section 6, and some conclusions and topics for future research in Section 7.
Formal Background
Problems involving disjunction of temporal constraints have been introduced in [SK98] , as an extension of the Simple Temporal Problem (STP) [DMP91] , which consists of conjunction of different constraints. The problem was referred for the first time as Disjunctive Temporal Problem (DTP) in [ACG99] .
Syntax. Let V be a set of symbols, called variables. A difference constraint is an expression of the form x − y ≤ c, where x, y ∈ V, and c is a numeric constant. A DTP constraint, or simply constraint, is a disjunctively intended set of difference constraints. A DTP formula, or simply formula, is a conjunctively intended set of DTP constraints. A DTP constraint can be either hard, i.e., its satisfaction is mandatory, or soft, i.e., its satisfaction is not necessary but preferred, and in case of satisfaction it contributes to the generation of high quality solutions according to the aggregation method employed and defined below. Finally, a constraint literal, or simply literal, is either a difference constraint or its negation. If a is a difference constraint, then a abbreviates ¬a and ¬a stands for a. A conjunctive DTP constraint is a conjunctively intended set of constraint literals.
Semantics. Let the set D (domain of interpretation) be either the set of the real numbers R or the set of integers Z. An assignment is a total function mapping variables to D. Let σ be an assignment and φ be a formula composed by hard DTP constraints only. Then, σ |= φ (σ satisfies a formula φ) is defined as follows -σ |= x − y ≤ c if and only if σ(x) − σ(y) ≤ c; -σ |= ¬φ if and only if it is not the case that
If σ |= φ then σ is also called a model of φ. We also say that a formula φ is satisfiable if and only if there exists a model for φ. The DTP is the problem of deciding whether a formula φ is satisfiable or not in the given domain of interpretation D. Notice that the satisfiability of a formula depends on D, e.g., the formula
However, the problems of checking satisfiability in Z and R are closely related and will be almost always treated uniformly. Therefore, from now on, we will drop the distinction (and we will re-introduce it only when needed).
is satisfiable and a model σ 1 for it assigns x = 8, y = 2 and z = 10.
Max-DTP
Consider now a DTP formula φ consisting of both hard and soft DTP constraints, as an extension of the formula defined earlier. Intuitively, in this case the goal is to find an assignment that satisfies all hard DTP constraints and maximizes the sum of weights associated to satisfied soft DTP constraints.
The problem is called maximum satisfiability of DTP, i.e., "Max-DTP" (resp. Weighted Max-DTP) in case all DTP constraints are soft and their weights are uniform (resp. non-uniform). The same distinction holds for "Partial Max-DTP" and "Partial Weighted Max-DTP" in case the formula contains both hard and soft DTP constraints.
3
We now formally define the more general type of DTP formula we have described. A Partial Weighted Max-DTP is a pair φ, w , where 1. φ is a DTP formula consisting of both hard and soft DTP constraints, and 2. w is a function that maps DTP constraints to positive integer numbers.
The goal is to find an assignment σ ′ for φ that satisfies all hard DTP constraints and maximizes the following linear objective function f
where d is a soft DTP constraint. We also refer to σ ′ as an optimal solution for φ.
Example 2. For simplicity, we herewith consider arithmetic operators other than ≤. We remind that all arithmetic operators can be easily recasted in ≤.
The following formula φ, where D is Z
. σ 1 is an optimal solution for φ as well as, e.g., σ 2 that assigns x = 30, y = 2 and z = 10, given that for both assignments the corresponding value of f is 4.
In the following, we will always use Max-DTP to refer to the optimization problem at hand, while it will be clear from the context which is the particular optimization problem being solved.
DTP with preferences
In this paper we consider a more general problem than Max-DTP: the DTP with preferences is a pair φ, w , where 1. φ is a DTP formula consisting of both hard and soft DTP constraints, and 2. w is a (possibly partial) function that maps difference constraints to positive integer numbers.
We consider an utilitarian method for aggregating soft DTP constraints weights: our goal is thus to find an assignment σ ′ for φ that 1. satisfies all hard DTP constraints; and 2. maximizes the sum of weights associated to satisfied soft DTP constraints, i.e., maximizes the linear objective function (1).
It is left to define how weights are aggregated within soft DTP constraints to define their weights w(d) in (1). In our work we consider a prominent semantics for this purpose.
The max semantic [MP05, Mof11] defines the weight w(d) of a satisfied soft DTP constraint d as the maximum among the weights of satisfied difference constraints in d, i.e. Note that the considered problem generalizes the one we dealt with in [MPP11] in which (i) all DTP constraints are soft; and (ii) the weights associated to difference constraints in a soft DTP constraint are the same, i.e., the Weighted Max-DTP.
Reduction to Max-DTP
As we said before, our main idea is to reduce the problem of solving DTPs with preferences to MaxDTPs. Hard DTP constraints remain unchanged in our reduction, while soft DTP constraints need special treatment.
We remind that the aggregation of preferences within DTP constraints consider the max semantic: intuitively, our idea is to express a soft DTP constraint d using soft conjunctive DTP constraints that force the highest weight associated to satisfied difference constraints in d to be assigned as weight for d.
Consider a soft DTP constraint
where {dc 1 , . . . , dc k } is the set of difference constraints in d. Further consider an ordering on the difference constraints {dc 1 , . . . , dc k } induced by their weights, i.e., an ordering ≺ is which:
For simplicity, from now on we consider the difference constraints in d to be re-ordered according to ≺, i.e., in Eq. (2) dc 1 is the difference constraint whose w(dc 1 ) is maximum among the weights in d, i.e.,
Consider w to be also defined on conjunctive DTP constraints. Then, d is expressed by the following k conjunctive DTP constraints: for each z = 1 . . . k
The constraints are to be intended in disjunction, and are mutually exclusive: considering an assignment, at most one of the constraints can be satisfied, and the relative weight is assigned to d. 
where x, y, z, q ∈ Z, and with w(x − y ≤ 5) = 4, w(x − z ≤ 7) = 2, and w(q − x ≤ 15) = 9, d is expressed with the following 3 conjunctive constraints and related weights:
This starting point for our reduction seems to lead to a quite natural problem representation, but we have to consider that it generates conjunctive constraints: this is not a problem in general, but given that our ultimate goal is to evaluate our reduction method by using off-the-shelf solvers, and that most (if not all) systems can only deal with conjunction of DTP constraints, this reduction can not be directly applied to compute optimal solutions.
The transformation of a set of conjunctive DTP constraints as defined before in (3) to Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) leads to the following k soft DTP constraints: for each z = 1 . . . k
The intuition is that each new constraint c ′ z is the result of applying a plain CNF transformation to the first z conjunctive constraints in (3), i.e., to the set {c i : 1 ≤ i ≤ z}.
The problem is now to define what are the weights associated to each newly defined soft difference constraint, in order to reflect the semantic of our problem. In the previous formulation (2) the difference constraints occurred only once positively, but now there are possibly several positive occurrences in the corresponding soft DTP constraints in (4) that influence constraints weights adaptation and definition. Our solution starts from the following fact: if the constraint c ′ k , i.e., the constraint that is equivalent to d in Eq. (2) is satisfied, we know that it contributes for at least the weight of the difference constraint with minimal weights, i.e., w(dc k ). Satisfying the constraint c
contributes for w(dc k−1 ) − w(dc k ), and given that a constraint c ′ z implies all constraints c ′ z ′ , z ′ > z, these two soft constraints together contribute for w(dc k−1 ). This method is recursively applied up to dc 1 , whose weight is w(dc 1 ) − w(dc 2 ) and, given it implies all other introduced soft DTP constraints, satisfying dc 1 correctly corresponds to assign a weight w(dc 1 ) to d.
More formally, for each z = 1 . . . k
and, given an assignment σ
Example 5. The soft DTP constraints that express the constraint d with the associated weights to its difference constraints from Example 4 are:
Such reduction works correctly if we consider a single soft DTP constraint. However, considering a formula φ, given our reduction, it is possible to have repeated soft DTP constraints in the reduced formula φ ′ , e.g., if the same difference constraint has highest weight in more than one constraint in φ. In this case, intuitively, we want "each" single occurrence in φ to count "separately", given that they take into account different contributions from different soft constraints in φ. Thus, in this case, a solution is to consider a single instance of the resulting soft constraint in φ ′ whose weight is the sum of the weights of the various occurrences.
Moreover, the reduction is still correct assuming that the difference constraints weights in a DTP constraint induce a total order on these difference constraints, i.e., if all weights are different as in Example 4. Instead, our problem formulation allows for repeated weights in a soft constraint, and a further problem can arise with our reduction: if there are at least two difference constraints with the same weight in d, our reduction would contain a DTP constraint with weight equals to 0, as shown in Example 6, whose semantic is not clear given the definition of a Maximum Satisfiability problem.
Example 6. Consider the soft DTP constraint d in Example 4 but with w(x − z ≤ 7) = 4. The soft DTP constraints that, given our encoding, would express the constraint d with the associated weights are:
which contains a constraint (c ′ 2 ) with weight 0.
In this case, the correct reduction works as follows. Consider Dc to be a set of difference constraints with the same weight. Thus, d can now be expressed as
where dc is a difference constraint, and
Further extending w to be defined on sets of difference constraints, given such a set Dc we define
The definition of w(c ′ z ) is the same as (5) but with Dc in place of dc, and k ′ in place of k. Note that the case where all difference constraints have the same weight is mapped directly into a single soft Max-DTP constraint.
Example 7. Consider the soft DTP constraint in Example 4, but with the following weights: w(x − y ≤ 5) = 4, w(x − z ≤ 7) = 4, and w(q − x ≤ 15) = 9. Thus,
d is expressed with the following 2 constraints and related weights:
Satisfying x − y ≤ 5 or x − z ≤ 7 contributes for a weight of 4, which is the weight of the whole constraint if q − x ≤ 15 is not satisfied.
An alternative formulation
The formulation we have so far employed assigns weights to soft DTP constraints of the reduced formula. Given that not all systems can directly deal with this formulation, we herewith present an alternative formulation that can be useful at implementation level: the idea of this alternative is to -add to each resulting soft DTP constraint a "constraint selector" to take into account its (un)satisfaction; and -apply the weights over such selectors, instead over soft constraints.
For simplicity we use Boolean variables as selectors, but they can be simulated with dummy difference constraints: thus, there is no need to adapt the syntax of our problem, and/or to extend the definition of assignment and function w. Consider first the simple setting in which (i) it is not the case that the reduced formula contains the same DTP constraint more than once, and (ii) all weights associated to difference constraints of the same soft DTP constraints are different.
Each soft DTP constraint d is now expressed by the following k constraints:
The goal is to find an assignment σ ′ that minimizes 4 the following linear objective function:
Intuitively, in case a soft constraint ∨ z i=1 dc i is not satisfied, in order for c ′ z to be satisfied the related constraint selector must be true and the related weight is counted, otherwise is false.
Example 8. Consider the formula in Example 5. The soft DTP constraints that express the constraint d with the associated weights to selectors are:
The formulation can be (easily) extended to the more general cases in which (i) and (ii) do not hold as we have done in the first formulation.
Solvers and Benchmarks
In our experimental analysis, we consider a pool of off-the-shelf solvers -some of them not tailored to deal with DTPs with constant preferences as defined in this paper. The reduction described in the previous section allow us to use Max-DTP solvers to cope with the reduced Max-DTPs problem. We selected the following solvers:
it is an intervalbased solver. Its core algorithm is composed by a tight integration between state-of-theart SAT solving techniques and Interval Constraints Propagation [Dav87] . HySAT also features optimization, i.e., it can be used to determine a solution which minimizes the value of a given variable in the input formula, which describes the whole optimization. The HySAT solver relies on the alternative formulation of Section 3.1.
We evaluated the solvers listed above using both randomly generated benchmarks and nonrandom ones from SMT-LIB. Random benchmarks are the mostly widely used domain in the literature of DTPs with preferences (see, e.g., [MP05, SPSP05,MP06,NK08,Mof11]). We used the wellestablished generation method from [SK98, SK00] extended with randomly generated weights. Thus, DTPs with preferences are randomly generated by fixing -the number k of disjuncts per constraint; -the number n of arithmetic variables; -the number m of DTP constraints; -a positive integer L such that all constants are taken in [−L, L]; and -a positive integer w such that the different constraints weights are taken in [1, v] .
In our experiments, we set k = {2, 3}, L = 100, v = 100, n = {5, 10, 15}. For k = 2, 5 we generated benchmarks having the ratio m/n varying from 2 to 14, while considering k = 3, m/n ranges from 2 to 20. A weight w is generated and associated to each difference constraint in a soft DTP constraint (unless the difference constraint has been already generated in other soft DTP constraints, in this case it already has an associated weight).
For each tuple of values of the parameters, 10 instances are generated. The range of m/n has been used to obtain both satisfiable and unsatisfiable DTPs. For each instance, 4 mutations are generated in which the first 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% of the DTP constraints are hard, and the remaining are soft.
Considering the non-random benchmarks from SMT-LIB, first we investigated formulas in QF IDL, in order to select formulas that could be solved by all the considered systems: we remind that Maxilitis does not support real-valued variables, and parses only ≤ as arithmetic operator. The second constraint in our choice is that we select benchmarks for which only simple syntactic transformations are needed to satisfy our first constraint. The main goal of the non-random benchmarks is to test Maxilitis and our back-end solvers on structured benchmarks. In conclusion, we mainly focus on two families from SMT-LIB, namely diamonds [SSB02] , and jobshop -120 formulas related to the basic formulation 6 of the Job Shop Scheduling Problem in [PS82] . Also for these problems, for each instance the previously mentioned 4 mutations are generated.
Experimental Analysis
The analysis is presented in two parts. The first subsection contains the results for problems with soft constraints only, which is the most common setting in the literature of DTPs with preferences. The second subsection reports the results obtained on problems with both hard and soft constraints.
Benchmarks with soft constraints only
The experiments here presented ran on PCs equipped with a processor Intel Core 2 Duo running at 2.13 GHz, with 2 GB of RAM, and running GNU Linux Ubuntu 2.6.32. The timeout for each instance has been set to 900s. To prevent memory swapping, we also set a memory limit at 2GB.
As first experiment, we evaluated the solvers on random benchmarks having k = 2, and the results are shown in Figure 1 , in which the median of the CPU times among the 10 generated instances is plotted against m/n. Looking at the figure, and considering the results related to the benchmarks with integer-valued variables (left-most plots), we can see that Yices is the only solver that never reaches the time limit. In particular, considering n = 5 (top-left plot in Figure 1) , we can see 6 Personal communications with Hyondeuk Kim.
that HySAT is not able to solve formulas beyond m/n = 6, while performance of the remaining solvers are in the same ballpark. From m/n = 10 to m/n = 14, both Maxilitis and Yices are about one order of magnitude faster that TSAT#. Considering now the results related to n = 10 (middle-left plot), we can see that benchmarks with m/n > 4 are too hard for HySAT. We also can see that again only Yices solves all benchmarks without to exhaust its time resources: Maxilitis stops to m/n = 10, while TSAT# reaches the time limit for m/n = 13. We also report that the relationship between the performance of Maxilitis and Yices change substantially: while for n = 5 they perform similarly, in this case, for m/n > 4 Yices is at least one order of magnitude faster. Also the relationship between Maxilitis and TSAT# performances changes in this setting. Finally, notice that Yices is not always the best solver in this case: for m/n = 9 TSAT# is faster by a factor of 3. Looking now at the results related to n = 15 (bottom-left plot), we can see that the benchmarks turn to be very difficult for the considered solvers. In particular, HySAT stops to m/n = 3 and Maxilitis to m/n = 6. Despite the fact that TSAT++ stops to m/n = 8, we can see that it is the best solver for m/n = {5, 6, 7}, while Yices is the best on higher values of m/n.
Considering now the results related to benchmarks with real-valued variables, looking at Figure 1 (right-most plots) , we can see that no results are reported for Maxilitis because we remind it can only solve benchmarks with integer-valued variables. Considering n = 5 (top-right plot), we can see that HySAT stops now at m/n = 10, while considering both TSAT# and Yices, the picture is similar as the related case for integer-valued variables. Considering n = 10, we can report analogous conclusions as the integer-valued variables case. On the other hand, for n = 15 (bottomright plot), we can see that no solver is able to solve benchmarks related to all values of the ratio m/n: HySAT stops to m/n = 3, TSAT# stops to m/n = 9, while Yices fails to solve benchmarks for m/n = {11, 13, 14}. Notice that both HySAT and TSAT# show slightly better performances with respect to the integer-valued variables case, while it is the converse for Yices.
Detailed results for these benchmarks containing, for each solver and ratio, the number of solved instances, and the sum of their solving CPU times, are reported in Table 1 . HySAT TSAT# Yices Fig. 1 . Results of the evaluated solvers on random DTPs with preferences with k = 2. For each plot, in the x axis is shown the m/n ratio, while in the y axis (in logarithmic scale) the related median CPU time (in seconds). HySAT performance is depicted by blue diamonds, Maxilitis by using black boxes, while TSAT# and Yices results are denoted by red triangles and green circles, respectively. Plots in the left-most column are related to random DTPs with preferences encoded with integer-valued variables, while plots in the right-most column are related to random DTPs with preferences encoded with real-valued variables. Plots in the same row are related to random DTPs with preferences having the same value of n, i.e., plots in the top-most row reports the results for n = 5, while plots in second and third row report the results related to n = 10 and n = 15, respectively. In our next experiment we evaluated the solvers on random benchmarks having k = 3, and the results are depicted in Figure 2 . Looking at the figure, and considering the results related to the benchmarks with integer-valued variables (leftmost plots), we can see that Yices is confirmed to be the best solver. Considering n = 5 (topleft plot in Figure 2 ), we can see that it is faster than all other solvers along all the values of the m/n ratio. HySAT reaches the CPU time limit Table 1 Performance of the selected solvers on random DTPs with preferences with k = 2. The first columns reports the total number of variables for each group of DTPs (column "# vars"), while the second one reports the number of constraints m. It is followed by four groups of columns, and the label is the solver name. Each group is composed by four columns -with the noticeable exception of the group related to Maxilitis -reporting the number of instances solved within the time limit ("#") and the total CPU time ("Time") spent on the solved formulas, both in the case of integer-and real-valued variables (groups "int-valued" and "real-valued", respectively). In case a solver does not solve any instance, "-" is reported.
at m/n = 7, while performance of Maxilitis and TSAT# are comparable, with the noticeable exception of m/n = {10, 11, 12}, for which we report that Maxilitis performance is significantly better. Looking now at the results related to n = 10 (middle-left plot), HySAT stops at m/n = 3, Maxilitis at m/n = 8, while TSAT++ stops at m/n = 12. Notice that, with increasing values of the ratio, such benchmarks are hard for Yices too: it exhausts its CPU time for four values of m/n, namely 15, 16, 18, and 20. We also report that Yices is not the best solver along all benchmarks: for m/n = 8, TSAT# is the best one. Looking now at the results related to benchmarks with real-valued variables (Figure 2 rightmost plots), first we can see that the picture is almost the same as the one described in the case of integer-valued variable, with the noticeable exception that HySAT performance stops at m/n = 9 instead to 8. Also for values of n equal to both 10 and 15 we can draw analogous conclusions to the integer-valued variables case.
Detailed results for the random benchmarks having k = 3 are reported in Table 2 , which is organized similarly to Table 1 .
Concerning non-random benchmarks, in our next experiment we first tested the solvers on the 40 smallest jobshop benchmarks in the pool picked-up from the QF IDL logic of SMT-LIB and we translated them -with minimal syntactical modifications -to the related solvers format. Table 3 shows the results of such analysis. Looking at the table, we can see that the picture obtained by the previous experiments is confirmed. Yices is the most efficient tool to solve Max-DTPs among the ones considered, followed by TSAT#. From the table, we can also see that Maxilitis is confirmed to have good performances in the smallest instances: its performance is comparable with the ones obtained by both TSAT# and Yices. About the diamonds benchmarks, we report that the instances available having integer-valued variables (augmented with random weights to each difference constraints) are quite easy for all the tested systems -i.e., all of them are solved very easily. Thus, their results are not shown in detail.
Benchmarks with both hard and soft constraints
Problems with only soft DTP constraints is largely the most evaluated case in the literature of DTPs with preferences. However, it is also of interest to evaluate DTPs with both hard and soft constraints, generated as described in Section 4. The analysis is performed with Yices, given it clearly showed best performance considering the results in the previous subsection.
All the experiments here presented ran on PCs equipped with a processor Intel Core 2 Duo running at 2.20 GHz, with 2 GB of RAM, and running GNU Linux Ubuntu 3.0.0. Time and memory limits are the same used in the experiments described in Section 5.1.
Here we present only the results obtained with random DTPs having 15 integer-valued variables: all plots and tables related to the remaining configurations can be found in the web appendix available at http://www.star.dist.unige.it/ marco/Tsat/appendix-aicom-tsat.pdf.
In Figure 3 we can see the results related to the performance of Yices on random DTPs with 15 integer-valued variables with both hard and soft constraints. In general, we can see that increasing the percentage of hard constraints in the formulas leads to easier formulas: this seems to be due, at least partly, to the fact that as the percentage increases, "easy" unsatisfiable formulas are introduced. Looking more in details at the figure, and considering the results related to the benchmarks with k = 2 (left-most plot), we can see that the performance of Yices on benchmarks with no hard constraints is always at least one order of magnitude slower with respect to the performance reported on the same benchmarks with hard constraints -with the noticeable exception of benchmarks with 25% of hard constraints for m/n = {6, 10, 13, 14}.
Considering now the results related to k = 3 -right-most plot on Figure 3 -we can see a slightly different picture. Yices is able to solve all benchmarks only in the case they have 75% of hard constraints, which is again the simplest setting. We can also note that random DTPs with soft constraints only are not anymore the most difficult ones. The results of our experiments show that, in this case, random DTPs with 25% of hard constraints are not solved for m/n ≥ 10, while Yices does not solve random DTPs with 50% of hard constraints for m/n ≥ 12 -with the noticeable exception of m/n = 15 and m/n = 20. One difference wrt the case with k = 2 is that here there is not anymore a relevant number of "easy" unsat- Table 2 Performance of the selected solvers on random DTPs with preferences with k = 3. The table is organized as Table 1 .
isfiable formulas generated, and the very few generated (see, e.g., the very last number in the last row of Table 3 Performance of the selected solvers on a pool of jobshop benchmarks. The table consists of ten columns: the first one reports the group of benchmarks (column "Instances"), while the second one reports the total number of formulas within the group (column "N"). It is followed by four groups of columns, and the label is the solver name. Each group is composed by two columns, reporting the number of instances solved within the time limit ("#") and the total CPU time ("Time") spent on the solved formulas. In case a solver reaches the time limit on all instances, "-" is reported.
is reported. Moreover, a separate analysis taking account unsatisfiable formulas is also shown. Our last experiment concerns the jobshop benchmarks presented in Section 4. In Table 6 we report the results of the experiment. Looking at the table, we notice that the general pattern identified for random benchmarks is maintained, with some exceptions on the bigger instances.
Related Work
Maxilitis [MP05, Mof11] , WeightWatcher [MP06] and ARIO [SPSP05] implement different approaches for solving DTP with preferences as defined in [PP04] . Maxilitis is a direct extension of the DTP solver Epilitis [TP03] , while WeightWatcher uses an approach based on Weighted Constraints Satisfaction problems, even if the two methods are similar (as mentioned in, e.g., [MP06] ). ARIO, instead, relies on an approach based on Mixed Logical Linear Programming (MLLP) problems. Such systems deal with more complex preferences than the one we deal with in this paper. In our analysis we have used Maxilitis because the results in, e.g., [Mof11] clearly indicates its superior performance. As we already said, the extension for DTPs defined in [PP04] is different wrt the one in this paper: in [PP04] preferences are not limited to be constants. Moreover, in this paper we have tested the version of Maxilitis that uses a branch and bound approach for reaching the optimal solution, called Maxilitis-BB in [Mof11] , and that on our benchmarks is consistently better than Maxilitis-IW, a further version of Maxilitis (IW staying for Iterative Weakening) that searches for solutions with a progressively increasing number of violated constraints. formulation is that we can About the relation of our approach wrt Maxilitis and WeightWatcher, we would like to notice first that we do not deal with a subset of the problems they can deal with given that, e.g., we can solve problems with real-world variables. Moreover, our approach has a number of advantages: first, it can be easily extended to deal with generic Boolean combination of difference constraints, where a DTP constraints is a set of constraint literals ( all our back-end solvers can deal with these problems), while the solvers defined above are tailored for conjunction of disjunctions of difference constraints. Then, we can take easily advantage from the availability of (more) efficient solvers that can solve Max-DTPs, by adding to our back-end a new solver, or updating an already existing solver with a new version. Last, our framework seems to be more flexible to include same further extensions, e.g., to allow for both hard and soft difference constraints in DTP constraints, with the related update in the definition. Maxilitis, however, allows for soft difference constraints only. Yices performance on benchmarks without hard constraints ("0-100") is depicted by blue diamonds. Performance of Yices on benchmarks having 25% of hard constraints is depicted by using black boxes ("25-75"), while performance on benchmarks having an equal portion of hard and soft constraint is denoted by red triangles ("50-50"). Finally, green circles denotes performance of Yices on benchmarks having 75% of hard constraints ("75-25"). The left-most plot shows the results on benchmarks with k = 2, while in the right-most plot we report the results related to k = 3. 150 10 3368.71 10 1486.14 10 1486.14 --10 7.87 9 7.79 1 0. Table 4 Results of Yices on random DTPs with both hard and soft constraints, having k = 2 and 15 integer-valued variables. The first column reports the number of constraints m, and it is followed by four group of columns. The first one reports the performance of Yices on benchmarks without hard constraints ("0-100"), while the second one ("25-75") reports performance of Yices on benchmarks having 25% of hard constraints. Last two groups report performance of Yices on benchmarks having an equal portion of hard and soft constraint, and on benchmarks having 75% of hard constraints ("75-25"), respectively. Considering last three groups, for each one we report the global performance (group "total"), and we detail the performance of Yices both when an optimum has been found (group "opt") and when the instance is unsatisfiable (group "unsat"). As in Tables 1  and 2 , columns "#" and "Time" report the number of instances solved within the time limit and the total CPU time, respectively. In case a solver reaches the time limit on all instances, "-" is reported.
About the random benchmarks set, note that the DTP is already a "difficult" problem, and the Table 5 Results of Yices on random DTPs with both hard and soft constraints, having k = 3 and 15 integer-valued variables. The table is organized as Table 6 Results of Yices on a pool of jobshop benchmarks with both hard and soft constraints. The table consists of nine columns: the first one reports the group of benchmarks (column "Instance"), and it is followed by four groups of columns, organized similarly to Table 4. analysis in literature on DTPs has been performed on problems with few tens of variables for the setting used in this paper: adding preferences further increase the difficulty. An exception to this trend is [NK08] , where the CircuitTSAT solver is presented. CircuitTSAT is based on a circuit-based representation of the problem in CNF, and on solving with SAT solvers. In [NK08] DTPs with many variables n are used, but the analysis in focused on problems with k > 2 having ratios m/n such that the majority of the instances are satisfiable. On these instances, CircuitTSAT performs faster than competing solvers (i.e., TSAT# and Yices without optimizations). CircuitTSAT does not deal with preferences, and relies on approximation when dealing with real-valued variables.
In the following, we describe in more details the back-end solvers we evaluated in this paper.
TSAT# [MPP11] is an extension of the DTP solver TSAT++ to deal with Max-DTPs. It implements a classical generate and test approach, but the generation of candidate solutions is performed with Boolean optimization (i.e., Max-SAT, PB and ASP) solvers, instead of SAT solvers, to take into account constraints weights. An advantage of TSAT# is that it can fruitfully relying on continuous improvements in the performance of its back-end solvers, thanks to Max-SAT, PB, and ASP competitions 7 (see, e.g., [ straints Propagation [Dav87] in order to mainly deal with non-linear arithmetic constraints, also involving transcendental functions. It can also be seen as an SMT solver mainly designed for problems falling in the QF NRA logic of SMT competitions (SMT-COMP) 9 involving non-linear constraints.
About SMT solvers, Barcelogic [NO06,NOT06], Yices [DdM06] and Z3 [dMB08] can solve problems involving Boolean combinations of difference constraints, in conjunction with maximum satisfiability. They all feature the lazy SAT-based approach [Seb07] . We have only used Yices in our analysis because Z3 is limited to solve Partial Max-DTPs, and the version of Barcelogic that deals with Max-DTPs is currently not available. 
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have presented a new approach for solving DTPs with constant preferences expressed on different constraints whose aggregation among DTP constraints considers an utilitarian method, and the aggregation within DTP constraints follows the max semantic. Our approach solves the problem by reducing it to a weighted maximum satisfiability of DTPs, we dealt with in [MPP11] . The reduction has been implemented, allowing for a wide set of off-the-shelf systems that can deal with Max-DTPs to be used as back-end. Our experimental analysis, conducted on both randomly generated and real-world problems, shows that the Yices SMT solver is the best back-end solver among those analyzed, followed by TSAT#, and that with both systems benchmarks can be solved orders of magnitude faster than with Maxilitis, the state-of-the-art systems for solving DTPs with preferences.
The future work includes extending our approach to deal with more complex forms of preferences, e.g., the one outlined in the previous section about DTP constraints having both hard and soft difference constraints, and/or the one defined in [PP04] .
